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Introduction
Some say fame only lasts fifteen minutes but this site is a place where amateur girls will do nearly
anything for their chance to get some. What do they have to do to get you to remember their name?
These are their First Time Auditions and they know if they fuck them up they won't be asked to come
back or be given a second chance!

Adult Review
When you started watching smut you used to imagine what it would be like to be the guy in the movie banging one hot twat
after another. Then one day you suddenly had the idea that the guy in the movie is not the one you'd want to trade places
with. The guy who owns the production company is the one you wish to be. He's the one who gets to tryout new pussy in
their First Time Auditions!
  
  Millions of dollars and thousands of women coming through your office as you assign them to whatever movie, man and
market you think they will do best in. You are the decision maker and all of your choices mean fame or failure for the adult
careers of the sexy women you employ. 
  
  First Time Auditions gives you a detailed view of what it would be like to run your own smut company. It also shows you
how desperate these pretty ladies are to please you. They know if you approve of them they are about to start off down the
path to stardom... and if you are not impressed by their audition they are about to go out to look for work at the nearest
Starbucks for minimum wage! Think of yourself like Simon on American Idol... only the performers you grade all suck dick
rather than singing!
  
  There is no DRM coding on the files so you can keep anything you download in your permanent collection. Each and every
episode has large format broadband enhanced files and shorter well segmented dialup friendly versions as well. First Time
Auditions even offers streaming versions for viewers who are afraid of getting caught with porn on their home or work
computers.
  
  Is the next Jenna or Terra one of the girls visiting your studio today? What questions should you ask and what should you
have them do to better determine which girl is a star and which is a snooze? You don't want to let the best ones walk out to
another studio... you want to be able to say I am the one who made her the famous starlet she became!
  
  The only drawback to First Time Auditions is that the trial version renews at a higher price than the straight monthly
subscription. Read the fine print carefully and sign up for the full month. The site updates fast enough to be worth it and you
will save yourself some money by doing so in the long run.

Porn Summary
The fantasy of this reality site works well on many levels. The sexual fantasies are hot and the behind the scenes content will
keep you smiling while you recover and get ready to go again during each of the  other whores' First Time Auditions!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Every girl is desperate to get a contract from you!'
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Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Hardcore, Reality, Straight, Teen

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 193
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